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General Algorithms for Permutations inEquational Inference Jurgen AvenhausUniversitat KaiserslauternFachbereich InformatikD-67663 Kaiserslauterne-mail: avenhaus@informatik.uni-kl.deDavid A. PlaistedDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of North Carolina at Chapel HillChapel Hill, NC 27599-3175e-mail: plaisted@cs.unc.eduAbstractWe study some general algorithms for processing permutations and permu-tation groups and consider their application to equational reasoning and term-rewriting systems. We also present some complexity results for particular equa-tional consequence problems related to permutations.1 IntroductionA common problem in applications of mechanized reasoning is to determine if an equa-tion s = t is a logical consequence of a set E of equations, that is, to determine whetherE j= s = t. Even in the more general context of rst-order theorem proving, deduc-tion using equations plays an important role. A problem that frequently arises in suchtheorem-proving applications of term-rewriting systems and equational reasoning isthat many permutations of a given term or equation are often produced. For example,we may obtain many equations like f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(w; f(z; f(y; x))), where theleft and right hand sides are the same except for a renaming of the variables. We canview such equations as permutations of the variables x; y; z; w. The number of suchThis research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grant CCR-9108904 1
equations can be very large, and they can substantially slow down the search process,since many inferences must be performed over and over again that dier only in a per-mutation of variables. Using such permutations, we can also derive many equations ofthe form s = ti where the ti are identical except for a renaming of the variables, and s isan arbitrary term. For example, we may derive equations like g(x; y; z; w) = f(x; f(y;f(z;w))), g(x; y; z; w) = f(w; f(z; f(y; x))), and so on. This is therefore another kindof set of equations that can arise and cause problems for equational inference. Theequations s = ti themselves do not involve permutations of the variables, but the equa-tions are in some sense permutations of each other. We would like to develop methodsto handle them eciently, as well. In addition, we can obtain terms in which subtermsare permuted, rather than variables, as above. For example, we might obtain manyequations of the form f(u1; u2; u3) = f(u2; u3; u1), and similar equations where thenon-variable subterms u1, u2, and u3 are permuted. Even one fairly large equation canproduce thousands of other equations through these various kinds of permutations ofsubterms. For example, consider an equationx1  x2  x3 + x2  x3  x4 + x3  x4  x5 = 1where the inx operators  and + are associative and commutative. There are threeproducts of three terms; each product can independently be permuted in 6 ways, leadingto 216 combinations. One example would bex3  x2  x1 + x2  x3  x4 + x4  x3  x5 = 1In addition, the three products can be permuted among themselves in 6 ways, forexample as follows: x2  x3  x4 + x3  x4  x5 + x1  x2  x3 = 1leading to a total of 1296 ways of writing essentially the same polynomial equation.Of course, for polynomials having many more terms and products, this number caneasily become astronomical. This is unsatisfactory, because there are simple ways todeal with large polynomials that are ecient in practice. This problem can be dealtwith using constraints or AC-unication, but we have found these to be inecient inpractice in some cases, and it would be desirable to develop additional approaches.Such permutations arise in the presence of associative and commutative operators.They may also arise in other contexts. We may obtain rotations from an equationof the form f(x1; : : : ; xn) = f(x2; x3; : : : ; xn; x1). Or, a function symbol may have twodisjoint sets of arguments, each of which can be permuted independently in an arbitrarymanner.One of the most common methods to deal with this problem is to use specializedunication algorithms for various equational theories, such as AC-theories. This hasled to a large number of specialized unication algorithms for various theories, and a2
large number of results concerning how these unication algorithms can be combined.However, we would like to develop general methods for dealing directly with subtermpermutations in term-rewriting theorem proving, regardless of which set of equationsproduce them, instead of separately treating various equational theories that tend toproduce subterm permutations. We would like to nd ecient methods for repre-senting and processing terms that are permutations of one another, to avoid storingand processing them separately. Also, we hope in this way to avoid the large (dou-ble exponential) number of uniers that can be produced by associative-commutativeunication [Dom92]. Another approach to AC theories and other equational theoriesis to use constraints, but we have found this to be inecient in practice. Yet anotherapproach that we have not tried would be to develop a general E-unication theoryfor equations that produce subterm permutations. For discussions of the general areaof equational reasoning, see [DJ90, Pla93, Klo92].Our goal, then, is to handle E-equivalent terms eciently, where E is a set of equations.The idea of our approach is not to deal with entire E-equivalence classes of terms, asis done in classical E-unication, but rather to deal with a ner partition (i.e., smallerclasses) that have convenient properties permitting ecient algorithms to be applied.This may mean that more equations/clauses need to be retained, but their processingmay be faster. Also, our method is general, and so may be able to exploit algorithmiceciencies not covered in known equational unication algorithms.We now give a general outline of our approach. Suppose we are given a set E ofequations and a set A of rst-order formulas (typically clauses), and wish to determineif A [ E is satisable relative to equality. Our approach is to construct pairs (t;G),where t is a term and G is a group of mappings from terms to terms. We denoteby S(t;G) the set of terms that can be obtained by the action of G on the termt. The group G satises the property that if u 2 S(t;G), then E j= t = u, thatis, S(t;G) is a subset of the E-equivalence class of t. Our goal is to use S(t;G) toapproximate the E-equivalence class of t, and deal with S(t;G) instead of with theE-equivalence class. The advantage of this is that we can choose G so that processingthe class S(t;G) can take advantage of ecient algorithms that have been developedfor processing permutations. We try to nd groups G that will approximate the E-equivalence classes as closely as possible, while still permitting such ecient algorithmsto be applied. We also try to maintain disjointness, which means that if we havepairs (t1; G1) and (t2; G2), then S(t1; G1) \ S(t2; G2) = . This helps to reduce thenumber of pairs needed. One possible application of this idea is to simulate unfailingcompletion [BDP89]. Instead of dealing with single equations and formulas, we proposeto deal with the sets S(t;G) directly, thereby avoiding the necessity of handling all ofthe elements of S(t;G) one by one. For this purpose, we need a way to extend theS(t;G) notation to describe sets of equations or clauses. To this end, we proposeto represent the set fv1 = v2 : v1 2 S(t1; G1); v2 2 S(t2; G2)g of equations by thepair (t1 = t2; f(t1; G1); (t2; G2)g). We note that all such equations v1 = v2 are logicalconsequences of E and the equation t1 = t2. Similary, if C is a clause and t1;    ; tn areits maximal subterms, then we can represent by (C[t1;    ; tn]; f(t1; G1);    ; (tn; Gn)g)the set of clauses fC[v1;    ; vn] : v1 2 S(t1; G1);    ; vn 2 S(tn; Gn)g. We propose to3
perform operations on these sets of equations or clauses corresponding to the operationsthat would have been done by unfailing completion on A[E, but gaining eciency bytaking advantages of the regularity in the structure of the sets S(t;G). We develop thisgeneral framework, and also look for special cases where even more ecient algorithmscan be applied.We now suggest the kinds of eciencies that may be gained by known algorithmsfor permutations. We know by results of [Fro89] that certain equivalence problemsrelative to a set of permutations, can be solved in polynomial time. For example, wesay that an equation of the form f(x1; : : : ; xn) = f(y1; : : : ; yn) where the variables xiare all distinct and the yi are a permutation of the xi, is a at permutative equationor a at permutation. If E is a set of at permutative equations then we call E aat permutative theory. Consider the problem of deciding whether E j= s = t whereE is a at permutative theory and s = t is a at permutation. We call this the atpermutative consequence problem.Theorem 1.1 The at permutative consequence problem has a polynomial time solu-tion.Proof. See [Fro89]. 2Corollary 1.2 If E is a at permutative theory and s is a ground term of the formf(a1; a2; : : : ; an) and t is of the form f(b1; b2; : : : ; bn) where the ai are distinct constantsymbols and the bi are a permutation of the ai, then the problem of deciding whetherE j= s = t has a polynomial time solution.We note that if one uses traditional equational reasoning methods on the at permuta-tive consequence problem, the solution may take exponential time, since a permutationgroup over n elements can have a number of elements exponential in n. This motivatesthe search for other ecient algorithms relating to subterm permutations and termrewriting. We will show later that one advantage of the present approach is that it cansometimes detect the existence of long rewriting proofs without actually constructingthem, thereby possibly gaining eciency. The algorithm for theorem 1.1 is based onthe following result, from [FHL80]:Theorem 1.3 Suppose g1; g2; : : : ; gn are permutations and g is a permutation. Thenthe problem of deciding whether g is in the group generated by g1; g2; : : : ; gn is solvablein polynomial time.We call this problem, the permutation group membership problem.4
1.1 TerminologyWe rst develop some terminology. A term is a well-formed expression composedof function symbols, constant symbols, and variables, for example f(a; g(x; y)). Wespecify positions of terms as usual as sequences of integers. If  and  are positions,then we say    if  is a prex of , and  <  if  is a proper prex of . Ifneither of  or  is a prex of the other, then we say that  and  are independentor disjoint. We write r  s to indicate that the terms r and s are identical. If  is aposition and t is a term, we write tj or (t) for the subterm of t at position , denedby (t)  t if  is the empty sequence, otherwise i(f(t1; : : : ; tm))  (ti). Often itis easier to speak in terms of contexts instead of positions. A context is a term withoccurrences of 2 in it. For example, f(2; g(a;2)) is a context. A 2 by itself is also acontext. If n is an integer then an n-context is a term with n occurrences of 2. If t isan n-context and m  n then t[t1; : : : ; tm] represents t with the leftmost m occurrencesof 2 replaced by the terms t1; : : : ; tm, respectively. We call such a term t[t1; : : : ; tm] aninstance or context instance of the context t. Note that the ti may also be contexts.We write u  t if u is a context instance of context t. We write u > t if u  t andu 6 t. If r is a 1-context and s is an n-context for n  1, then r[s][t]  r[s[t]], by asimple argument (both replace the leftmost box in r[s] by t). Also, if r is an n-contextand m  n and the terms si are 0-contexts, then r[s1; : : : ; sn]  r[s1][s2] : : : [sn]. If t isa 0-context, then we dene t for a position  to be t with the term at the  positionreplaced by 2. Thus ti has 2 for the ith subterm and ti[u] is t with the ith subtermreplaced by u. If P is a set of n independent positions and t is an 0-context, then tPis the n-context in which tPj  2 for all  in P, and tP is identical to t otherwise.Two terms r and s are variants if they are instances of each other; that is, r may beexpressed as r[x1; : : : ; xn] and s may be expressed as r[y1; : : : ; yn] where the xi andyi are variables, xi  xj i yi  yj, and all occurrences of the variables xi and yiare explicitly listed. Thus the terms f(x; f(y; z)) and f(u; f(x;w)) are variants. IfE is a set of equations,  is a substitution, and u is a 1-context, then we say thatu[r]!E u[s] if r = s is a member of E such that all variables in s appear also in r.We say r$E s if s!E r or r !E s. As usual, a superscript of  indicates reexive andtransitive closure. An equation r = s is a leaf permutation or leaf permutative if r ands are linear terms that have the same set of variables and are variants of each other.Thus f(x; f(y; z)) = f(y; f(x; z)) is leaf permutative, but f(x; f(y; z)) = f(w; f(x; y))is not. A set fr1 = s1; : : : ; rn = sng of leaf permutative equations is uniform if for all iand j, ri and rj are variants. Thus the set of three equationsf(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(y; f(x; f(z;w)))f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(x; f(z; f(y;w)))f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(x; f(y; f(w; z)))is uniform, and all elements of this set are logical consequences of the associativeand commutative equations for f . However, the following set of two equations is notuniform: f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(y; f(z; f(w; x)))5
f(u; v) = f(v; u)This set is not uniform because the terms f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) and f(u; v) are not vari-ants; f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) is an instance of f(u; v), but f(u; v) is not an instance off(x; f(y; f(z;w))). If a set fr1 = s1; : : : ; rn = sng is uniform, then we call a term s thatis a variant of ri (or si) a redex for fr1 = s1; : : : ; rn = sng. The term f(z; f(w; f(y; x)))is a redex for the uniform set given above.2 Subterm Permutation GroupsWe rst discuss subterm permutation groups, and then show how more than one sub-term permutation group can be combined into a stratied subterm permutation group.Subterm permutation group are a particular class of groups of mappings from terms toterms which generate subsets of the E-equivalence class of a term. Formally, we denea subterm permutation group G as a 1-context u[ ] together with a uniform set EG ofleaf permutative equations. We denote G by the ordered pair (u[ ]; EG). The equationsr = s in EG are converted into term mappings according to the following denition,which will often be referred to in the sequel:Denition 2.1 Suppose that r and s are terms and u is a 1-context. Suppose allvariables in s appear also in r. Then the mapping r;s;u from terms to terms is denedby (8)f(t  u[r])  (r;s;u(t)  u[s])gf(:9)(t  u[r])g  (r;s;u(t)  t)Often we write r;s;u as r;s when u is apparent from context, or even as .The domain of the subterm permutation group (u[ ]; EG) consists of terms of the formu[r] for various substutions , where r is an EG-redex. Each mapping r;s for r = s inEG maps terms u[r] in the domain of G to terms u[s], for all substitutions . Termsnot of the form u[r] map to themselves; this is not relevant here, but will be convenientlater. We let (G) be the set of such r;s, for equations r = s in EG, and refer to (G)as the generators of G. We also write (G) as (u[ ]; EG). Note that u[s] is also inthe domain of G, because the terms r and s are variants. Thus the mappings  can becomposed. These mappings r;s then generate a group under the operation of functioncomposition. Thus the term \subterm permutation group." We dene the compositionoperator  on functions so that (  0)(t)  (0(t)). We let (G) denote the groupgenerated by (G) under the operation of function composition. For computationalpurposes, it is easier to store just the generators (G) rather than the whole group(G). We dene S(t;G) to be the set of terms that may be obtained from t by acomposition of such mappings  in (G). Thus S(t;G) = f(t) :  2 (G)g. Notethat if t0 2 S(t;G), then S(t0; G) = S(t;G). Also, S(t;G) is nite since its cardinalityis bounded by that of a nite permutation group.We also require that each equation r = s be a logical consequence of E, that is,E j= r = s. An example was given earlier of a set of three uniform equations, all6
consequences of an associative and commutative axiom for f . This implies that ift0 2 S(t;G), then E j= t = t0, by a simple proof. However, it is possible that thereexists a term u such that E j= t = u but u 62 S(t;G).Example 2.2 As an example of a subterm permutation group G, let EG be the set ofthree equations given above, and let us denote them as r1 = s1, r2 = s2, and r3 = s3,respectively. Let u be the context g(2). Then (u;EG) is a subterm permutationgroup, and any term t that is an instance of g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) is in the domainof (u;EG). In particular, the term t  g(f(a; f(b; f(c; d)))) is in the domain of (u;EG).From EG we obtain the mappingsr1;s1 : g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) 7! g(f(v2; f(v1; f(v3; v4))))r2;s2 : g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) 7! g(f(v1; f(v3; f(v2; v4))))r3;s3 : g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) 7! g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v4; v3))))Thus r1;s1(g(f(a; f(b; f(c; d)))))  g(f(b; f(a; f(c; d)))), r2;s2(g(f(a; f(b; f(c; d))))) g(f(a; f(c; f(b; d)))), and r3;s3(g(f(a; f(b; f(c; d)))))  g(f(a; f(b; f(d; c)))). Notethat these terms are again in the domain of (u;EG), so we can obtain by compositionthe mappingr2;s2  r1;s1 : g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) 7! g(f(v2; f(v3; f(v1; v4))))and also other compositions, such as r2;s2  r1;s1 . We also obtain inverses, and thegroup (G) is then the set of all mappings of the form : g(f(v1; f(v2; f(v3; v4)))) 7! g(f(w1; f(w2; f(w3; w4))))where the wi are a permutation of the vi.2.1 Stratied Subterm Permutation GroupsWe would now like to consider terms t having more than one subterm permutationgroup, where these groups may be applied simultaneously at dierent positions of t.We construct a group structure which includes all of these subterm permutation groupstogether. We want to restrict these groups, however, so that they do not overlap, thatis, the action of one of these groups does not destroy the term structure of any othergroup. For this, we need a nite set ui of contexts indicating the positions where eachsubterm permutation group applies. We therefore dene a labeled term (t; u1; : : : ; un)to be a term t together with a sequence u1; : : : ; un of 1-contexts having t as a contextinstance. Each context ui can be thought of as a position of t, namely, the position of 2in ui. The subterms of t at the positions u1; : : : ; un can be thought of as labeled with theintegers 1 through n, respectively. Sometimes we just refer to t as a labeled term, withthe ui not explicitly mentioned. A stratied permutation group G is a (possibly empty)sequence E1; E2; : : : ; En of uniform sets of leaf permutative equations. Each Ei mustbe uniform, but there may be equations ri = si in Ei and rj = sj in Ej such that ri and7
rj are not variants. Thus, Ei[Ej need not be uniform. As before, we obtain mappingsfrom the Ei, and the contexts ui specify where the equations Ei may be applied. Alabeled term (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G if for every i, t is in the domain of thesubterm permutation group (ui; Ei), that is, for some , t  ui[ri], where ri is a redexfor Ei. Also, we require that t satisfy an independence condition, namely, if uj > ui,that is, there exists a term wij such that uj  ui[wij], then there is a  such thatuj  ui[ri]. Thus the labeled positions must be chosen so that the various redexes donot overlap. We also require that for all i and for every equation r = s in Ei, E j= r = s.This insures that S((t; u1; : : : ; un); G) is a subset of the E-equivalence class of t. Wecan consider the stratied permutation group G = (E1; : : : ; En) and the labeled term(t; u1; : : : ; un) as obtained from the (non-stratied groups) Gi = (ui; Ei) and the termt; thus, in a sense the pair ((t; u1; : : : ; un); G) is obtained from the groups Gi and theterm t. We will informally speak of the group G and the labeling (t; u1; : : : ; un) asconstructed from the groups Gi.Recall that (ui; Ei) is a set of generators of the subterm permutation group (ui; Ei).Then each r;s;ui in (ui; Ei) maps terms ui[r] to ui[s], and terms not of the formui[r] for some  map to themselves. We want to extend r;s;ui to a mapping of labeledterms, by mapping the \positions" ui in the obvious manner. We extend r;s;ui to amapping ir;s from labeled terms (t; u1; : : : ; un) in the domain of G to labeled terms(t0; u01; : : : ; u0n) in the following way:ir;s((t; u1; : : : ; un)) = (r;s;ui(t); r;s;ui(u1); : : : ; r;s;ui(un))The idea is to keep track of how the permutation r;s;ui maps the labeled subterms oft, and to put the labels in their proper places in r;s;ui(t).We now show that the mappings ir;s map terms in the domain of G to terms in thedomain of G and thus can be composed, forming a group structure under functioncomposition.Theorem 2.3 Suppose G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation groupand (t; u1; : : : ; un) is a labeled term in the domain of G. Let ri = si be an equation inEi. Then iri;si((t; u1; : : : ; un)) is also in the domain of G.Proof. Let (t0; u01; : : : ; u0n) be iri;si((t; u1; : : : ; un)). Let rj be a redex for Ej , 1  j  n.We show that (t0; u01; : : : ; u0n) is also in the domain of G. First we show that for all j,there is a j such that t0  u0j[rjj ]. This involves three cases, ui < uj, ui > uj, andui and uj are independent.Suppose ui < uj. Then there is a i such that uj  ui[rii] and there is a j suchthat t  uj[rjj] since (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G. Thus t  ui[rii][rjj].Then t0  ui[sii][rjj ] and u0j  ui[sii]. Hence t0  u0j [rjj].Suppose ui > uj. Then there is a j such that ui  uj[rjj] and there is a i suchthat t  ui[rii], since (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G. Hence t  uj[rjj][rii].Then t0  uj [rjj][sii]. Also, u0j  uj. Thus t0  u0j[rjj][sii].8
Suppose ui and uj are independent. Let uij be a context such that t  uij[rii; rjj]and ui  uij[2; rjj] and uj  uij[rii;2]. Then u0j  uij[sii; 2] and t0 uij[sii; rjj]. Hence t0  u0j[rjj ].We also need to check the independence conditions, that is, if u0k > u0j then thereis a j such that u0k  u0j[rjj]. With a little work, we can show that u0k > u0j iuk > uj. That is, the mappings iri;si do not change the relative order of the contextsuj. Therefore, we only need to consider the case uk > uj and check that there is a jsuch that u0k  u0j[rjj ].Suppose then that ui < uj < uk. Then there is a i such that uj  ui[rii] andthere is a j such that uk  uj[rjj]. Also, there is a k such that t  uk[rkk].Therefore uk  ui[rii][rjj]. Also, t  ui[rii][rjj][rkk]. Then we have that t0 ui[sii][rjj][rkk], u0j  ui[sii], and u0k  ui[sii][rjj]. Therefore u0k  u0j[rjj] asrequired.Suppose that ui > uj and uj < uk. Then we have to consider three cases correspondingto the three possible ordering relationships between ui and uk. We omit the arguments,since they are similar to others given here.Suppose nally that ui and uj are independent and that uj < uk. Let uij be asbefore. Then t  uk[rkk] and uk  uj[rjj ] and uj  uij[rii;2]. It follows thatt  uij[rii; rjj[rkk]]. We want ui to be the context that has a 2 in the riiposition of t, so ui  uij[2; rjj[rkk]]. Note also that uk  uij[rii; rjj]. Thent0  uij[sii; rjj[rkk]], u0j  uij[sii;2], and u0k  uij[sii; rjj]. Therefore u0k u0j[rjj] as required by the independence condition. 2Let i(Ei) be fir;s : r;s;ui 2 (ui; Ei)g. Let (G) be 1(E1) [    [ n(En). Wecall (G) as before the generators of the stratied permutation group G. We thenobtain a group of mappings generated by (G) under the operation of function com-position. We call this group (G). For computational purposes, it is more conve-nient to represent this group of mappings by (G) rather than by (G). Let i (Ei)be the group generated by i(Ei) under the operation of function composition. Itturns out that the group (G) is a direct product of the groups i (Ei), as we willshow later. This is not obvious, since the mappings interact with each other. In par-ticular, some mappings ir;s change the positions uj at which other mappings jr0;s0apply. As before, S((t; u1; : : : ; un); G) = f((t; u1; : : : ; un)) :  2 (G)g. We some-times abbreviate (t; u1; : : : ; un) as t, with the labels ui being implicit. Also, assum-ing that E j= r = s for all r;s in (ui; Ei), we can show that for all t0 2 S(t;G),E j= t = t0 (ignoring the labels). However, there may be terms t0 that are not membersof S(t;G) such that E j= t = t0. Furthermore, S(t;G) is nite, since all of its elementshave the same length (number of symbol occurrences) as t. Let u be a notation for(u1; u2; : : : ; un). We often write (t; u1; : : : ; un) as (t; u). If (t0; u0) 2 S((t; u); G), thenS((t0; u0); G) = S((t; u); G), since the functions (G) are closed under the group op-eration (function composition). We are sometimes not interested in the labels, so wedene S 0((t; u); G) as ft0 : (9u0)(t0; u) 2 S((t; u); G)g, that is, S 0((t; u); G) consists ofthe elements of S((t; u); G) with the labels removed.9
One can easily construct subterm permutation groups G, but nding a labeled term inthe domain of G is nontrivial { more precisely, given a t, nding ui (if they exist) so that(t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G is not trivial, though it can be done by exhaustivesearch. Thus we typically work with pairs ((t; u); G), where (t; u) is a labeled term inthe domain of G, rather than working with stratied permutation groups G alone. Wecall such a pair ((t; u); G), a pointed group.Example 2.4 We now give an example of a stratied subterm permutation group. LetG be (E1; E2), where E1 is the single equation ff(x; y) = f(y; x)g and E2 is the singleequation fg(x; y) = g(y; x)g. Let t be the labeled term (f(a; g(b; c));2; f(a;2)). Thent is in the domain of G. In fact, t is a transitional term for G, since one of the contextsis 2, as we shall see later when \transitional" is dened. The rst context, 2, signiesthat the equations E1 apply at the top of t, and the second context, f(a;2), indicatesthat the equations E2 apply to the second argument of f . We give some mappings. Themapping 1f(x;y);f(y;x) applied to t yields (f(g(b; c); a);2; f(2; a)). Note that the secondcontext has changed. The new context f(2; a) indicates that E2 now applies to the rstargument of f . Thus it is possible to apply some  for E2 to this term if desired; that is,the resulting term is in the domain of the (non-stratied) subterm permutation group(f(2; a); E2). Let us now consider the original labeled term t again. The mapping2g(x;y);g(y;x) applied to t yields (f(a; g(c; b));2; f(a;2)). Note that none of the contextshave changed, since the context f(a;2) for E2 has its occurrence of 2 \inside" theoccurrence of 2 in the context 2 for E1. Also, S(t;G) = f(f(a; g(b; c));2; f(a;2)),(f(a; g(c; b));2; f(a;2)), (f(g(b; c); a);2; f(2; a)), (f(g(c; b); a);2; f(2; a))g.Example 2.5 We now show how the conditions on non-overlapping of the varioussubterm permutation groups can be violated. Suppose t is f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) and u1 is2 and u2 is f(x;2). Suppose E1 = E2 = ff(x; f(y; z)) = f(y; f(x; z)); f(x; f(y; z)) =f(x; f(z; y))g. Then the non-overlapping condition is violated, because the action of E1can destroy the term structure for E2. That is, applying the equation f(x; f(y; z)) =f(x; f(z; y)) as specied by u1, that is, at the top level of t, we obtain the termf(x; f(f(z;w); y)) from t; the subterm f(y; f(z;w)) of t needed by E2 has been changed,so that the equations in E2 can no longer apply at the position specied by u2. Forthis reason, we impose the condition that the terms correspoding to the various sub-term permutation groups cannot overlap at non-variable positions, which excludes thisexample from being a stratied subterm permutation group.2.2 Marked TermsThere is another approach to the denition of stratied subterm permutation groupsthat is in some ways simpler. The idea is to specify the positions i in t at which theequations Ei apply by \marking" the function symbols at positions i in t, that is,replacing them by new function symbols that appear nowhere else in t. It is possiblethat the same function symbol f may appear in more than one location in t and bemarked in two dierent ways. Other occurrences of f in t may be left unmarked. We10
also need to mark the equations Ei so that the marked term t will still have a redex forEi. The technique of using marked terms considerably simplies the formalism. Letthe symbols fm1 ; fm2 ; fm3 ;    be a xed alphabet of marked function symbols that donot appear in unmarked terms. A marked term t is a term that may contain markedfunction symbols as well as unmarked function symbols, but each marked functionsymbol has at most one occurrence in t. A marked equation is an equation r = swhere the topmost function symbols in r and s are marked and identical. A markedstratied subterm permutation group G0 is a sequence ((E 01; g1); (E 02; g2); : : : ; (E 0n; gn))where each E 0i is a uniform set of marked equations and gi is an unmarked functionsymbol. Note that all the equations in E 0i must be marked with the same markedfunction symbol (since E 0i is uniform). The gi are included to recall what the top-levelsymbol of the E 0i was before it was marked. The symbols gi need not all be distinct.However, we require that if i and j are distinct, then the (marked) top-level functionsymbols of E 0i and E 0j are distinct. A marked term t0 is in the domain of G0 if for all i,t0 contains a redex for E 0i, that is, a subterm that is an instance of the left-hand sideof an equation in E 0i. As before, we call a pair (t0; G0) where t0 is a labeled term in thedomain of G0, a pointed (marked) group. We note that if the equation r = s is in E 0iand there is a substitution  such that t0  t0[r], then t0[s] is also a marked termin the domain of G0.We now specify correspondences between labeled groups and marked groups. Sup-pose G = (E1; E2; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation group, and the labeledterm (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G. Suppose i are the positions of 2 in ui,respectively. Let u be a notation for (u1; u2; : : : ; un). We often write (t; u1; : : : ; un) as(t; u). We dene the function m from labeled terms to marked terms by m((t; u))  t0,where t0 is the term t with the function symbol f at position i replaced by fmi .We also dene the function m from labeled groups to marked groups by m(G) =((E 01; g1); (E 02; g2); : : : ; (E 0n; gn)), where E 0i are the equations in Ei with their topmostfunction symbol occurrences replaced by fmi , and gi is the top-level function symbol ofthe equations Ei. Thus if an equation gi(r1;    ; rk) = gi(s1;    ; sk) is in Ei, then theequation fmi (r1;    ; rk) = fmi (s1;    ; sk) is in E 0i. Note that the fmi are all distinct, butthe gi need not all be distinct. There is a one-to-one correspondence between pointedlabeled groups and (a subset of the) pointed marked groups, because the extra symbolsgi give enough information to reconstruct the pointed labeled group ((t; u); G) from themarked term/group (m((t; u));m(G)). We dene the inverse function um (unmark)by um : (m((t; u));m(G)) 7! (t;G). We also dene this function um on groups byum(m(G)) = G. However, the marked term m((t; u)) does not have enough informa-tion to reconstruct t, since the original symbols gi have been lost. Therefore, we deneumG0(t0) to be the rst component of um(t0; G0). Thus umG0 removes the markingsfrom a term; in other words, the top-level symbol fmi of E 0i is replaced again by gi.Also, the contexts ui are reconstructed. It follows that umm(G)(m((t; u))) = (t; u) if(t; u) is in the domain of G.We now dene S(t0; G0) where t0 is a marked term and G0 = ((E 01; g1); (E 02; g2); : : : ;(E 0n; gn)). Given a set E 0 of marked equations, let (E 0) be the set of mappings r;sfor equations r = s in E 0, where r;s is dened as before by r;s : u[r] 7! u[s], for all11
contexts u and all substitutions . Thus w !E0 r;s(w) if w has a redex for E 0. Let(G0) be (E 01)[  [(E 0n). We call (G0) the generators of G0, as before. Let (G)be the group generated by (G0). Finally, S(t0; G0) = f(t0) :  2 (G0)g. As before,if w 2 S(t0; G0), then S(w;G0) = S(t0; G0). We now give an alternative denition whichis interesting because it is stated purely in terms of the equational theory; that is, itis a semantic denition, not a syntactic one. The equational theory E 01 [    [E 0n hereconsidered consists of marked equations, so it is not the same as E and not even thesame as E1 [    [ En. Furthermore, we are considering equivalence classes of markedterms, so the result does not directly transfer to equivalence classes of unmarked terms.Theorem 2.6 Suppose t0 is a marked term in the domain of a marked stratied sub-term permutation group G0 = ((E 01; g1);    ; (E 0n; gn)). Then S(t0; G0) = fw : E 01 [    [E0n j= t0 = wg.Proof. Let E 0 be E 01 [    [ E 0n. Suppose E 0 j= t0 = w. Then by Birkho's theorem,t0 $E0 w. We want to show that w 2 S(t0; G0). By the denition of (G0), if v1!E0 v2then there exists  2 (G0) such that v2  (v1). Since groups contain inverses, thereexists  2 (G0) such that v1  (v2); thus, if v1$E0 v2 then there exists  2 (G0)such that v2  (v1). Since (G0) is closed under composition of , we have that ifv1 $E0 v2 then there exists  2 (G0) such that v2  (v1). Since t0 $E0 w, thereexists  2 (G0) such that (t0)  w. By denition of S(t0; G0), w 2 S(t0; G0). Theother direction is similar. 2The property that makes possible this agreement between E 0-equivalence classes andsubterm permutation groups is that the E 0i are non-overlapping, which we formalize inthe following denition.Denition 2.7 A set fE1; E2;    ; Eng of uniform sets of equations is orthogonal ifno left-hand side of an equation in E 0j can unify with a non-variable subterm of anequation in E 0i, for i 6= j, and if no left-hand side of an equation in E 0i unies with aproper non-variable subterm of any other left-hand side of an equation in E 0i, for anyi.Theorem 2.8 Suppose fE1; E2;    ; Eng is orthogonal. Then for every term t thereis a labeling u and a stratied subterm permutation group G such that S 0((t; u); G)= ft0 : E1 [ E2 [    [ En j= t = t0g.Proof. Let fu1; u2; : : : ; umg be the set of contexts u such that there exists a substitu-tion  and an i and an Ei-redex r such that t  u[r]. Then these contexts ui satisfythe independence condition of section 2.1 for stratied subterm permutation groups.Let u be (u1; u2; : : : ; um), and let (E 01; E 02; : : : ; E 0m) be a listing of the Ei such that ift  uj[r] and r is an Ek-redex, then E 0j is Ek. It follows that (t; u) is in the do-main of the stratied subterm permutation group G = (E 01; E 02; : : : ; E 0m). Furthermore,reasoning as theorem 2.6, the conclusion of the theorem holds. 212
We note that this result deals with unmarked terms and equations, in contrast totheorem 2.6. Returning to the relationship between marked and unmarked subtermpermutation groups, we now dene S((t; u); G) in terms of S(m((t; u));m(G)).Lemma 2.9 Suppose G = (E1;    ; En) is a labeled group. Suppose G0 = ((E 01; g1);   ; (E 0n; gn)) is the corresponding marked subterm permutation group, that is, G0 =m(G), and w is in the domain of G0. Let ri = si be an equation in Ei, and let r0i = s0ibe the corresponding equation in E 0i. Thenum(r0i;s0i(w))  iri;si(um(w)).Proof. Let (t; u1; : : : ; un) be um(r0i;s0i(w)) and let (t0; u01; : : : ; u0n) be iri;si(um (w)).We want to show that t  t0 and for all j, uj  u0j . Let i be the position of fmi inui. Both t and t0 have an instance r of r at position i replaced by s, since allmarks were removed. It remains to consider each fmj . We note that ui  u0i sinceboth are unchanged by the mappings; both end up with a 2 in position i. We thenconsider the other uj. There are three cases { fmj appears at a position below fmi , fmjappears at a position above fmi , and they appear at independent positions. Each suchfmj becomes an occurrence of 2 in uj and u0j by the unmarking operations, and we needto check that these occurrences are in the same position. In the rst case, the markedfunction symbol is mapped the same way by the two operations; in the second case,the positions do not change; and in the third case, the positions do not change, but therest of the context is rewritten in the same way. By fairly straightforward arguments,the details can be lled in and the result follows. 2Theorem 2.10 Suppose that G is a stratied subterm permutation group (using la-bels) and (t; u1;    ; un) is a labeled term in the domain of G. Suppose that m(G) isthe corresponding marked stratied subterm permutation group and m((t; u) is a la-beled term in the domain of m(G). Then S((t; u1;    ; un); G) = fumm(G)(w) : w 2S(m((t; u));m(G))g.Proof. By repeated application of the lemma, using the fact that the iri;si generate(G) and the r0i;s0i generate (G0). 2Example 2.11 We now give an example of a stratied subterm permutation groupusing marked terms, corresponding to example 2.4. Let G0 be ((E 01; g1); (E 02; g2)),where E 01 is the single equation ffm1 (x; y) = fm1 (y; x)g and E 02 is the single equationffm2 (x; y) = fm2 (y; x)g and the symbols gi are not relevant here. Let t0 be the markedterm fm1 (a; fm2 (b; c)). Then t0 is in the domain of G0. Note that the equations E 01 applyat the top of t0, and the equations E 02 apply to one of the proper subterms of t0. Wegive some terms in S(t0; G0). The term fm1 (fm2 (b; c); a) is in S(t0; G0), since E 01 [ E 02 j=fm1 (a; fm2 (b; c)) = fm1 (fm2 (b; c); a). Note that the term fm1 (fm2 (b; c); a) is also in thedomain of G0. Finally, S(t0; G0) = ffm1 (a; fm2 (b; c)); fm1 (a; fm2 (c; b)); fm1 (fm2 (b; c); a);fm1 (fm2 (c; b); a)g. 13
2.3 Properties of Subterm Permutation GroupsWe rst consider commutativity properties of stratied subterm permutation groups.Denition 2.12 A term transposition is an equation of the form t[x; y] = t[y; x],where t is a 2-context. If the equation r = s is a term transposition, then we also callr;s and ir;s term transpositions.We note that if r = s is a leaf permutation, then r;s can be expressed as a compositionof term transpositions, that is, a composition of mappings r0;s0, where the equationsr0 = s0 are term transpositions.Theorem 2.13 Suppose G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation groupand ri = si 2 Ei and rj = sj 2 Ej for i 6= j. Then for any labeled term t in the domainof G, iri;si(jrj ;sj(t)) = jrj;sj(iri;si(t)).Proof. Let us express the labeled term tmore fully as (t; u1; : : : ; un), where the uk are1-contexts. We recall that in general, there exists u0 such that jr;s(t; u) = (r;s(t); u0).We rst consider how the unlabeled term t maps, and then briey comment on themapping of the contexts u. Since iri;si and jrj;sj can be expressed as products ofterm transpositions, it suces to prove the theorem for the case when both iri;si andjrj ;sj are term transpositions. Let us write the equation ri = si as ti[x; y] = ti[y; x]and the equation rj = sj as tj[x; y] = tj[y; x], where ti and tj are 2-contexts. Sup-pose that ui and uj are independent. Then there is a 2-context uij and terms vi suchthat t is uij[ti[v1; v2]; tj[v3; v4]]. In this case, ri;si(rj ;sj(t))  uij[ti[v2; v1]; tj[v4; v3]] andrj ;sj(ri;si(t))  uij[ti[v2; v1]; tj[v4; v3]] also, since both term transpositions act on in-dependent positions. Suppose that one of ui and uj is a context instance of the other;without loss of generality, assume that uj is a context instance of ui. Thus t can be writ-ten as ui[ti[w[tj[v1; v2]]; v3]] where w is a 1-context. That is to say, the occurrence of 2in uj is \within" the occurrence of x in ui[ti[x; y]]. Then rj;sj (t)  ui[ti[w[tj[v2; v1]]; v3]]and ri;si(rj ;sj(t))  ui[ti[v3; w[tj[v2; v1]]]]. Now, ri;si(t)  ui[ti[v3; w[tj[v1; v2]]]] andrj ;sj(ri;si(t))  ui[ti[v3; w[tj[v2; v1]]]]. These two terms are the same. The idea is thatsince the redexes are independent and the rules are linear, they can be done in eitherorder.We also need to check that the contexts uk are mapped the sameway by iri;si(jrj ;sj(t; u))and jrj;sj(iri;si(t; u)). This is somewhat laborious, but follows the same general out-line as the argument for t just given. Let (t0; u01; : : : ; u0n) be iri;si(jrj;sj (t; u)), and let(t00; u001; : : : ; u00n) be jrj;sj (iri;si(t; u)). We just showed that t0  t00. We want to showthat for all k, u0k  u00k. Recall that u0k  iri;si(jrj;sj (uk)) and u00k  jrj;sj(iri;si(uk)).Thus u0k  ri;si;rj ;sj;uj (ui) (rj ;sj;uj (uk)) and u00k  rj ;sj ;ri;si;ui (uj) (ri;si;ui (uk)). Foruk such that ui  uk and uj  uk, u0k  u00k  uk, since such contexts are unchanged bythese mappings . For uk such that neither ui  uk nor uj  uk, u0k  ri;si(rj;sj(uk))and u00k  rj;sj(ri;si(uk)). These are equal, reasoning exactly as above for t0 and t00,14
since uk can be considered as just another term. The only case that remains is whenui  uk but not uj  uk, or when uj  uk but not ui  uk. If ui  uk but not uj  uk,then u0k  u00k  rj;sj(uk), and if uj  uk but not ui  uk, then u0k  u00k  ri;si(uk).Of course, using marked terms, this argument about the contexts is immediate. Thiscompletes the proof. 2Corollary 2.14 Suppose G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation groupand  2 (G). Then there are functions i 2 i (Ei) such that for any labeled term tin the domain of G, (t) = 1  2  : : :  n(t).Proof. By the theorem, mappings from dierent Ei commute with one another, sowe can always interchange them until all the mappings from a given set Ei of equationsare adjacent to one another. 2We now develop some results to show that (G) is a direct product of the groupsi (Ei).Denition 2.15 The frontier fr(t) of a term t is the set of variable and constantsymbols that occur in t. Thus, the frontier of f(x; f(y; x)) is fx; yg.Lemma 2.16 Suppose G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation group and(t; u) is in the domain of G. Then for all terms t0 in S 0((t; u); G), fr(t0) = fr(t).Proof. It suces to show that for all i and all equations r = s in Ei and all terms v,fr(r;s(v)) = fr(v). This follows because r;s permutes the terms appearing at certainpositions in v, or else r;s(v)  v. 2Lemma 2.17 Let t be a term having at most one occurrence of each subterm. Then fordistinct subterms v1 and v2 of t, fr(v1)\fr(v2) = fg. Furthermore, if G = (E1; : : : ; En)is a stratied subterm permutation group and  and 0 are distinct elements of (G),and (t; u1; : : : ; un) is a term in the domain of G, then (t) 6 0(t) (ignoring the con-texts).Proof. The part about fr(v1) \ fr(v2) follows since t has at most one occurrenceof each variable and constant symbol. Suppose  and 0 are as in the lemma. Letus express  as 1  2  : : :  n where the functions i are in i (Ei). Let us express0 as 01  02  : : :  0n where the functions 0i are in i (Ei). Let ui be a minimalcontext (in the ordering on contexts) from the set fu1; : : : ; ung such that i(t) 6 0i(t).Ignoring the labels, we can express t as ui[r] where r is a redex for Ei. Let us writer as r[x1; : : : ; xm] where all variables are listed. Then i(t)  ui[r[y1; : : : ; ym]] and0i(t)  ui[r[z1; : : : ; zm]] where the yi and zi are permutations of the xi, and for some15
j, yj 6 zj. It follows that yj 6 zj, and in fact, fr(yj) and fr(zj) are disjoint. Let be the position of the 2 in ui. Then (t)j  r[v1; : : : ; vm] and 0(t)j  r[v01; : : : ; v0m]where fr(vk) = fr(yk) for all k and fr(v0k) = fr(zk) for all k. This implies thatfr(vj) 6= fr(v0j), so (t)j 6 0(t)j, and thus (t) 6 0(t) (ignoring the labels). 2Theorem 2.18 Suppose G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation group.Then (G) is a direct product of the groups i (Ei).Proof. By the preceding results, if i and 0i are elements of i (Ei), then 12: : :n01  02  : : :  0n = (1  01)  : : :  (n  0n). Therefore (G) is a homomorphic image ofthe direct product, hence is a quotient group of this direct product. To show that itis a direct product, we need to show that if i and 0i are distinct elements of i (Ei),then 1  2  : : :  n and 01  02  : : :  0n are distinct, that is, there exists a term t suchthat 1  2  : : : n(t) and 01  02  : : :  0n(t) are distinct. This can be shown by lettingt be a term with at most one occurrence of each subterm, using lemma 2.17. 2We now consider the eect of subterm permutation groups on subterms of t. Iff(t1; : : : ; tn) is a term then we call ti the i-th subterm (or the i-th top-level subterm)of t. We also denote this by tji.Denition 2.19 If G is a subterm permutation group with 1-context u and u  2,then we say G is a transitional subterm permutation group. This is because the actionof G on terms t in its domain cannot be obtained directly from its action on the propersubterms of t.Suppose that G is a subterm permutation group with 1-context u[ ] and the uniformset EG of leaf permutative equations. Suppose that u is not 2 and that the occurrenceof 2 in u is in the k-th subterm of u. Let u0 be the k-th subterm of u. Then we deneGjk to be the subterm permutation group with 1-context u0 and the uniform set EG ofequations. Thus (u;EG)ji = (uji; EG). If u is 2 or the occurrence of 2 in u is not in thek-th subterm of u, then Gjk is undened. For general sequences  and  of integers,we dene Gj as (Gj)j, and for the empty sequence , Gj = G.Denition 2.20 If G = (E1; : : : ; En) is a stratied subterm permutation group andlabeled term (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of G, then we say (t; u1; : : : ; un) is a tran-sitional term for G if at least one of the groups (ui; Ei) is transitional, that is, some uiis 2. We note that at most one of the groups (ui; Ei) can be transitional.Let G = (E1; : : : ; En) be a stratied permutation group. Suppose (t; u1; : : : ; un) is alabeled term in the domain of G. Suppose that t is not a transitional term for G. Lettk be the k-th subterm of t, and let (ui1; : : : ; uim) be the contexts whose occurrence of2 falls within tk, that is, the k-th subterm of uij contains the occurrence of 2. ThenGjk is dened to be the subterm permutation group (Ei1; : : : ; Eim). Also, the labeled16
term (tk; u0i1; : : : ; u0im) is in the domain of Gjk, where u0ij is the k-th subterm of uij . If tis a transitional term for G, then Gjk is not dened. As before, for general sequences and  of integers, we dene Gj as (Gj)j, and for the empty sequence , Gj = G.From now on, we will often deal with marked groups instead of labeled groups, sincethis avoids the necessity of specically treating the contexts. Of course, it is easy tointerchange between the two formalisms. For a marked group G, Gjk is dened asabove, but we need only say that a marked term tjk is in the domain of Gjk if t is in thedomain of G. Note that a marked term t is transitional if its topmost function symbolis marked.Theorem 2.21 Suppose G is a subterm permutation group for term t, with term tof the form f(t1; : : : ; tn). Suppose G is not a transitional group. Then S(t;G) =ff(s1; : : : ; sm) : si 2 S(ti; Gji); 1  i  mg.Proof. Since t is not transitional for G, only one of the Gi will be dierent from theidentity, and this Gi will permute subterms of ti the same way as G did. 2Theorem 2.22 Suppose G is a (marked) stratied subterm permutation group and themarked term t is in the domain of G, where t is of the form f(t1; : : : ; tm). Suppose tis not a transitional term for G. Then S(t;G) = ff(t01; : : : ; t0m) : t0i 2 S(ti; Gji); 1 i  mg.Proof. Each mapping  in (G) only inuences one of the subterms tji of t. Theeect on tji of such a  is the same as the eect of a mapping in Gji. Therefore anycomposition of mappings in G can be split up into the mappings that inuence dierentsubterms, as required by the theorem. Also, these mappings from dierent subtermscommute, by theorem 2.13. 2Corollary 2.23 Suppose G is a (marked) stratied subterm permutation group andthe marked term t is in the domain of G. Suppose t is not a transitional term for G.Let u be a context not containing any marked symbols, such that t is a context instanceof u. That is, there are terms i such that t  u[1; : : : ; k]. Let i be the position of thei-th occurrence of 2 in u. Then S(t;G) = fu[t01; : : : ; t0k] : t0i 2 S(i; Gji); 1  i  kgProof. By repeated application of the theorem, using induction on term depth. 2We now apply previous results to say more about the structure of S(t;G) for a stratiedgroup G, in case t is a transitional term for G.17
Corollary 2.24 Suppose G = ((E1; g1); : : : ; (En; gn)) is a (marked) stratied subtermpermutation group and the marked term t is in the domain of G. Suppose t is atransitional term for the marked group ((E1; g1)), that is, the top-level function symbolof t is the top-level symbol of E1. Recall that (E1) is the set of generators of ((E1; g1)).Let u be a context having occurrences of 2 at all the (k) variable positions of r, where ris a redex for E1. Let i be these positions of variables in r. Suppose t  u[1; : : : ; k].Then S(t;G) = f[u(t01; : : : ; t0k)] :  2 (E1); t0i 2 S(i; Gji); 1  i  kg.Proof. We know by theorem 2.13 that we can commute the  in (G) so that thosefrom E1 will be done last. Thus we can express any mapping from (G) as   where is in (((E2; g2); : : : ; (En; gn))) and  is in (E1). Then ((E2; g2); : : : ; (En; gn))is a subterm permutation group having t in its domain and t is not transitional forthis group. Also,  2 (((E2; g2) : : : ; (En; gn))). Recall that t is u[1; : : : ; k]. Themapping  will act only within the terms i, since u is essentially a redex of E1, and theredexes of the various Ei in G do not overlap. This implies that u contains no markedsymbols. Therefore, we can apply corollary 2.23 to the group ((E2; g2); : : : ; (En; gn))and the context u to show the eect of  on t. Finally, the mappings  from (E1)(called  in corollary 2.24) will apply by permuting the images t0i of the terms i, givingthe desired result. 23 Testing for Membership using Stratied SetsWe now consider how eciently one can test set membership on sets of stratiedterms, that is, given a term s and a pointed labeled group ((t; u); G), to test whethers 2 S0((t; u); G). This will be useful for lifting typical inferences to stratied sets, forexample, rewriting all elements of a stratied set, or deleting equations that are alreadymembers of an existing pointed set. The membership algorithm will decompose thismembership problem into simpler membership problems, whose solutions can then beobtained recursively and combined to obtain a solution to the original problem. Byrecording which subproblems have already been seen along with their solutions, thiscan be done in such a way as to avoid backtracking, that is, no subproblem needs to beconsidered more than once. We give a general algorithm, and also some special casesin which the problem may be solved faster.For this problem, it is more convenient to work with marked terms rather than labeledterms. Let (t0; G0) be m(((t; u); G)), that is, the corresponding pointed marked group.Suppose G0 = ((E 01; g1); : : : ; (E 0n; gn)). The problem becomes to test whether thereexists a labeling u0 such that the labeled term (s; u0) is in umG0(S(t0; G0)), where (t0; G0)is a pointed marked group. The function umG0 returns a labeled term; we are hereinterested in the term, but not the labels. So we dene umG01 so that if umG0(w) = (t; u),then umG01 (w)  t. We then have the problem of testing whether s is in umG01 (S(t0; G0)).We give a reasonable membership algorithm, using the following facts:18
1. If the marked term f(t1; : : : ; tk) is not transitional, then the term g(s1; : : : ; sp) 2umG01 (S(f(t1; : : : ; tk); G0)) i g = f and p = k and for all i, si 2 umG0ji1 (S(ti;G0ji)).2. If r[x1; : : : ; xp] is a redex for E 0j , the positions of the variables xi in r[x1; : : : ; xp] arei, and s[x1; : : : ; xp] is umG01 (r[x1; : : : ; xp]), that is, a term like r except that thetop-level symbol of s is unmarked, then the term s[s1; : : : ; sp] 2umG01 (S(r[t1; : : : ; tp]; G)) i there is a permutation  of f1; 2; : : : ; pg such thatfor all i, si 2 umG0ji1 (S(t(i); G0ji)) and if there exists  2 (E 0j) such that(r[x1; : : : ; xp])  r[x(1); : : : ; x(p)].These two rules are all that is needed to compute the membership predicate. Bothrules provide means for expressing the given membership problem in terms of simplerproblems. The correctness of this algorithm follows from corollary 2.24. Some of thetests s 2 umG01 (S(t0; G0)) may be performed many times; if the results of these tests arecached to avoid repeated work, the work for the algorithm is at most proportional tothe number of permutations in (E 0j) times the size (number of distinct subterms) of sand is often faster, because the test (9 2 (E 0j))((r[x1; : : : ; xp])  r[x(1); : : : ; x(p)])can be done in polynomial time. This follows from the fact that the at permutativeconsequence problem of theorem 1.1 has a polynomial time solution in that case. Thusif the number of  is small, this problem has a polynomial time solution. In particular,we only need to consider  such that fr(si) = fr(t(i)) for all i. If s or t has no repeatedsubterms, then all the fr(si) or fr(ti) will be disjoint (and hence distinct). This isrelated to the discussion in lemma 2.17. This means that there will be at most one such that fr(si) = fr(t(i)) for all i. Only this one  needs to be considered, whichmeans that the membership problem can be solved in polynomial time if s or t has norepeated subterms. Also, if the sizes of the (Ej) are bounded, that is, the number ofvariables in the equations are bounded, then by examining all elements of (Ej) andall subterms of t and s, the algorithm can be executed in polynomial time. Otherwise,we can have the situation in which many terms tj for positions  in t can map onto thesame subterm of s or the same subterm of s appears many places in s, and we then canobtain a problem at least as hard as graph isomorphism. (This will be shown later.)So there are still some dicult cases for this algorithm, but also some easy cases, andeven the dicult cases can be done more eciently than by explicitly generating all ofthe elements of S. One interesting case is when the contexts ui of a labeled term (t; u)are all independent, that is, no ui is a context instance of any uj, for i 6= j. In thatcase, all labeled terms (s; u0) 2 S((t; u); G) will have the same independence property,in fact u0 = u, and it is possible to perform the membership test and other operationsfaster.3.1 Other operationsWe can obtain an algorithm to test if s has an instance in S 0(t;G) in much the sameway, by returning for each such s and t a set of such instances. Also, we can test if19
s unies with some term in S 0(t;G) by returning for each such s and t a set of mostgeneral uniers. We can also test whether there is a term t0 in S 0(t;G) having a subtermthat unies with s, et cetera. Then we can perform term rewriting, paramodulation,and critical pairs between a single equation r = s and a set S 0(t;G) of terms. Thedetails of these algorithms are relatively straightforward and not especially interesting;also, since we are really interested in operating on two sets S(t1; G1) and S(t2; G2) ofterms, these algorithms involving a single equation and a set S(t;G) of terms are oflimited usefulness. Algorithms for operating on two stratied sets will be presentedelsewhere.4 Applications to Deduction4.1 Lifting Operations to Stratied SetsIn order to apply stratied subterm groups to deduction, it will be necessary to operatedirectly on stratied sets rather than on individual clauses or equations. We now givesome general comments about lifting operations from specic terms to stratied sets,and then consider a number of specic operations and how they may be performedeciently on stratied sets. If t is a term and E a set of equations, let S 0E(t) beS0((t; u1; : : : ; un); (E1; : : : ; En)) for a particular stratied set E1; : : : ; En and a particularlabeling ui such that (t; u1; : : : ; un) is in the domain of (E1; : : : ; En). We assume thatE j= Ei for all i and that this stratied set and labeling are obtained in some systematicmanner from t and E.We propose to lift operations in the following manner. Let us consider some operationF on pairs (t1; t2) of individual terms; for example, in order to nd critical pairs, wemay want to nd subterms of t2 that unify with t1. Thus F (t1; t2) represents a setof objects (such as terms, substitutions, positions) produced from the terms t1 and t2via F . Then we want to lift this operation to stratied sets. We will not store allterms explicitly, but only stratied sets of terms. That is, we want to compute theunion FU (t1; t2) of the sets F (u1; u2) for all terms u1 in S 0E(t1) and u2 in S 0E(t2). Thenwe want to nd stratied sets to represent FU (t1; t2), that is, we want to nd a setFS(t1; t2) of terms such that FU(t1; t2) is the union over all t in FS(t1; t2), of S 0E(t).We can estimate the size of FS(t1; t2) in the worst case. Let M be the maximumcardinality of a set F (u1; u2) for u1 in S 0E(t1) and u2 in S 0E(t2). Suppose the terms t1and t2 both have length less than n, that is, they contain at most n occurrences offunction and constant symbols. There are at most nn (or possibly n!) terms in S 0E(t1)and S0E(t2), because all such terms involve at most the n symbols in t1 or t2. (Therecan be 
(n) distinct symbols, because there can be arbitrarily many distinct variables.)Therefore the cardinality of FU(t1; t2) is at mostM nn nn or M n2n which, for smallM , is O(cn logn). For common operations such as rewriting or forming critical pairs,M will be polynomial in n. Therefore the cardinality of FS(t1; t2) will be O(cn logn),and can be much smaller, since a large set of terms can be represented by a singlestratied set. This is better than the situation for AC-unication, where the number20
of AC-uniers can be double exponential [Dom92]. This is evidence that this use ofstratied sets gives a better granularity of operation than AC-unication. It is knownthat AC-unication can be done in worst case double exponential time [KN92], whichis at least an upper bound, if not a very small one.We would like to compute FS(t1; t2) eciently, that is, without computing the inter-mediates F (u1; u2) explicitly. We pose this as an interesting problem, without makingan attempt to present an ecient algorithm for it. However, we have developed suchalgorithms, and plan to present them elsewhere.We note that this approach diers from specialized E-unication algorithms in thatwe do not apply any additional substitutions to the terms; the operations performedcorrespond exactly to those that would have been performed on the original set ofclauses or equations. This means that our granularity of operations is ner than for E-unication, in a sense. However, it is also coarser, since our approach can incorporatearbitrary leaf permutations into the algorithms. Since AC-unication can produce adouble exponential number of uniers [Dom92], it may be that AC-unication has toocoarse a granularity, that is, the inference steps are too large.4.2 Stratied clause setsSo far, we have mainly considered sets of terms. However, when performing deduction,we also need to consider equations and clauses. We now sketch how stratied subtermpermutations can be applied to clauses. Suppose that C[t1; : : : ; tm] is an equation orclause and the ti are its maximal subterms. Suppose G is a set of pointed groups ofthe form f((t1; u1); G1); : : : ; ((tm; um); Gm )g. Then we can dene S 0(C[t1; : : : ; tm];G)to be fC[v1; : : : ; vm] : vi 2 S 0((ti; ui); Gi)g. We call this a stratied clause set. Wenote that for an arbitrary clause D 2 S 0(C[t1; : : : ; tm];G), E j= (C[t1; : : : ; tm]  D),so if C[t1; : : : ; tm] has been derived, then all such clauses D are in principle derivable,also. We represent this stratied clause set by the pair (C[t1; : : : ; tm];G), which wecall a pointed stratied clause set, or just a pointed set. We propose to process thestratied clause sets S 0(C[t1; : : : ; tm];G) of equations or clauses directly rather thanprocessing their individual elements separately. At any time, we will have a set S ofclauses and a set Pairs of pointed clause sets. The pointed sets (C;G) are consideredas compact representations for all of the elements S 0(C;G). Initially, each clause Chas the trivial pointed set G, so that S 0(C;G) = fCg. Then, we perform inferences togenerate new clauses, and also look for new stratications of existing clauses relativeto the set E of equations that have been derived so far. Each inference needs to beperformed between two sets S 0(C1;G1) and S 0(C2;G2) rather than between two clauses.This therefore involves lifting operations (such as resolution or paramodulation) fromindividual clauses to stratied clause sets. We have not presented the details of howthis can be done, but the techniques presented in section 4.1 are relevant here.We also need a deletion criterion, to know when a pointed clause set is redundant,and can be removed. For this, suppose that we have the two pointed groups (C1;G1)and (C2;G2). Let S1 be S 0(C1;G1) and let S2 be S(C2;G2). We present a simple,21
partial test for the subset relation S1  S2. Let us make the top-level subterms of C1and C2 explicit, as, C1[v1; : : : ; vm] and C2[w1; : : : ; wp]. We will not deal with clausesubsumption here, so we only need to consider the case in which m = p. First, wetest whether C1 2 S(C2;G2). For this, we look for a permutation y1; : : : ; ym of thevariables x1; : : : ; xm so that C1[x1; : : : ; xm] and C2[y1; : : : ; ym] are identical. This canbe nontrivial to nd, because the literals in clauses can be permuted; in fact, there maybe more than one such permutation. For example, suppose that C1 is P (s1)_P (s2) andC2 is P (t1)_P (t2). Then the maximal subterms of C1 are s1 and s2, and the maximalsubterms of C2 are t1 and t2. There are two possible permutations that permit the sito correspond to the tj.Let us x our attention on one such permutation, and for simplicity and withoutloss of generality suppose that it is the identity. This means that C1[x1; : : : ; xm] andC2[x1; : : : ; xm] are identical. Let G1 be f((v1; u1); G11); : : : ; ((vm; um); G1m)g and let G2be f((w1; q1); G21); : : : ; ((wm; qm); G2m)g. Then S1  S2 if for all i, S 0((vi; ui); G1i ) S0((wi; qi); G2i ). This is an instance of the general problem of testing if one stratiedset of terms is a subset of another stratied set of terms. Therefore, we now considerthis problem separately; this also permits us to simplify the notation.Suppose therefore that v and w are two terms and u and q are two labelings of them,and that G1 and G2 are two subterm permutation groups such that (v; u) is in thedomain of G1 and (w; q) is in the domain of G2. We do not present a complete testfor S0((v; u); G1)  S 0((w; q); G2), but we give a sucient condition for this. Let T1be S 0((v; u); G1) and let T2 be S 0((w; q); G2). To test whether T1  T2, we rst testwhether v 2 T2. This can be done by the membership algorithm just presented. Ifthis fails, we know that T1 is not a subset of T2. If this succeeds, then there is a u2such that (v; u2) 2 T2, which can be obtained from the computation of the membershipalgorithm. We note then that S 0((v; u2); G2) = T2 and S 0((v; u); G1) = T1. Thereforewe have two pointed subterm groups with a common head term.We now compare the pointed groups ((v; u); G1) and ((v; u2); G2). Let G1 be(E11 ; E12 ; : : : ; E1n1) and let G2 be (E21 ; E22 ; : : : ; E2n2). We now test whether for all i thereexists j such that uj  u2i and (G1i )  (G2j ), where G1i is the subterm permutationgroup (u2i ; E1i ) and G2j is the subterm permutation group (uj; E2j ); in this case, it fol-lows easily that T1  T2. The test (G1i )  (G2j ) can be done in polynomial time,by testing whether the redexes of E1i and E2j are variants and (G1i )  (G2j ); this inturn can be done by testing each generator of G1i for membership in (G2j ). To testwhether r;s 2 (G2j ), it suces to test whether s 2 S 0((r;2); E2j ). This test for eachgenerator can be done in polynomial time, by theorem 1.3.4.3 Choosing a StraticationIn order to apply stratied subterm permutation groups to deduction, we need amethod for choosing one of the many possible groups. Suppose that we have derived aset fC1; : : : ; Cmg of clauses. The object is to nd stratied clause sets including as manyof these clauses as possible, to achieve the greatest possible saving of work. Suppose Ci22
is Ci[vi1; : : : ; vip], where the vij are the maximal subterms of Ci, and for simplicity we onlyconsider clauses having the same number of maximal subterms (since each number canbe treated separately). We want to nd a set G of pointed stratied subterm groups anda clause C 2 fC1; : : : ; Cmg such that S 0(C;G) includes as many as possible of the clausesCi. For this purpose, we want to nd pointed stratied subterm groups ((vj; uj); Gj)where vj is one of the terms vij which include as many elements as possible from the setfv1j ; v2j ; : : : ; vmj g of terms. Then we can let G be the set ((v1; u1); G1); : : : ; ((vp; up); Gp),which will include many of the clauses C1; : : : ; Cm. For example, if the Ci are equa-tions, then we may have a set fr1 = s1; : : : ; rm = smg of equations. Then wewant to nd groups ((v1; u1); G1) and ((v2; u2); G2) so that v1 2 fr1; r2; : : : ; rmg andv2 2 fs1; s2; : : : ; smg and S 0((v1; u1); G1) contains as many elements as possible fromthe set fr1; r2; : : : ; rmg and S 0((v2; u2); G2) contains as many elements as possible fromthe set fs1; s2; : : : ; smg. Then S 0(v1 = v2; f((v1; u1); G1); ((v2; u2); G2)g) should includemany of the equations ri = si. In general, the relevant problem becomes the following:Given a set T of terms, to nd a stratied subterm permutation group including asmany of the elements of T as possible.The goal is to approximate the E-equivalence classes as closely as possible by stratiedsets, where E is the set of equations. For deductive purposes, we only need to considerterms that are in normal form with respect to ordered rewriting; thus, we need onlybe concerned with E-equivalence classes of terms in normal form. This means, forexample, that we need not consider terms having subterms of the form (r  s)  t,assuming that this subterm can be rewritten to r  (s  t) under ordered rewriting.Also, we prefer to avoid creating two stratied sets with a non-empty intersection, inorder to minimize the number of stratied sets considered. We know that the stratiedsets are always subsets of the E-equivalence classes. Therefore, in order to approximateE-equivalence, we want to make the stratied sets as large as possible. Of course, it isnot always possible to completely capture the E-equivalence classes by stratied sets.In addition, computational limitations restrict what can feasibly be attained in thisdirection.We rst give an idealized approach to this problem, and then make it more practical.Suppose that t is a term; we want to nd subterm permutation groups with t in theirdomains. Then we can combine a number of such groups to obtain a stratied subtermpermutation group with t in its domain. The general idea for nding individual subtermpermutation groups for t is to choose a linear term r and a 1-context u such that forsome , t  u[r], that is, some subterm of t is an instance of r. Then we nd theset fs1; s2; : : : ; skg of variants of r such that r = si is a leaf permutation and such thatE j= r = si for 1  i  k. Let Er be this set of equations fr = s1; r = s2; : : : ; r = skg;then (u;Er) is a subterm permutation group with t in its domain.We note that determiningEr from r can be very dicult, because it requires equationaltheorem proving. Therefore, we present a more practical approach. We dene Er;0 tobe the set of equations fr = s : s is a variant of r; r!E sg. Then Er;0 is essentially aset of equations from E, possibly instantiated, and possibly with context added. Also,Er;0 may easily be computed from E and r. Furthermore, with u a 1-context and r alinear term such that for some , t  u[r], (u;Er;0) is a subterm permutation group23
for t. Let E1 be E together with some equations that are logical consequences of E,possibly generated by superpositions or other kinds of inferences. Then (u;Er;01 ) is alsoa subterm permutation group for t, and may include more equations. Using E1 insteadof E is therefore desirable.We still have the problem of nding likely u and r. The goal is to nd expressions of theform fC[v1;    ; vn] : v1 2 S 0(t1; G1);    ; vn 2 S 0(tn; Gn)g or of the form fv1 = v2 : v1 2S0(t1; G1); v2 2 S 0(t2; G2)g that include as many equations or clauses as possible thathave been generated so far in a proof attempt. Therefore it makes sense to examinethe equations produced during an attempted proof, and look for regularities amongthem. Typically in the running of a completion procedure, uniform sets of equationswill be generated. Suppose r = s is one member of a uniform set of equations. Let ube a 1-context such that for some , t  u[r]. Then the subterm permutation group(u;Er;0) is nontrivial and is a likely candidate to be considered. For example, we maygenerate the following set E2 of uniform equations as logical consequences of E:f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(y; f(x; f(w; z)))f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(z; f(y; f(x;w)))f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(w; f(z; f(y; x)))Consider the term t  g(f(a; f(b; f(g(a); g(b)))))which may be the maximal term in an equation or clause. This term has the subtermf(a; f(b; f(g(a); g(b)))) which is an instance of the left (or right)-hand sides of theabove uniform set of equations. Thus we can choose r as the term f(x; f(y; f(z;w)))and the context u as g(2). Then for some , t  u[f(x; f(y; f(z;w)))], that is,t  g(f(x; f(y; f(z;w)))). Therefore (u;Er;02 ) is a subterm permutation group for t,and E2 is a subset of Er;02 . In this way we obtain the subterm permutation group Ggenerated by the elements that interchange the subterms a; b; g(a); g(b) of t accordingto the uniform equations given above. Such uniform sets of equations frequently arise,especially with associative-commutative operators. Also, we note that any set of atpermutations is uniform.The subterm permutation groups constructed in this way may actually include moreequations than those they were constructed from. That is, E2 may be a proper subsetof Er;02 . This means that these groups will be even better approximations to the E-equivalence relation. This can happen because there may be non-uniform equationsthat act on u as if they were uniform. For example, the equationf(x; f(y; z)) = f(y; f(x; z))can be used to rewrite the term t, producing the termg(f(b; f(a; f(g(a); g(b)))))In this way we obtain a 1 mapping terms of the form g(f(u1; f(u2; f(u3; u4)))) ontoterms of the form g(f(u2; f(u1; f(u3; u4)))). We can also apply this equation elsewhere24
to obtain the mapping 2 from terms of the form g(f(u1; f(u2; f(u3; u4)))) to terms ofthe form g(f(u1; f(u3; f(u2; u4)))). The equation f(x; f(y; z)) = f(y; f(x; z)) togetherwith E2 is not uniform; that is, E2 [ ff(x; f(y; z)) = f(y; f(x; z))g is not uniform.However, these mappings 1 and 2 correspond to the equationsf(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(y; f(x; f(z;w)))f(x; f(y; f(z;w))) = f(x; f(z; f(y;w)))which, together with E2, are uniform. These equations are included in Er;02 . Also, if fis an associative operator, then we can associate f to the right in a term t, obtainingsubterms of t of the form f(t1; f(t2; : : : ; f(tn 1; tn) : : :)). Then the subterm r given byf(x1; f(x2; : : : ; f(xn 1; xn) : : :)) is a good candidate redex for a subterm permutationgroup, especially if f is also commutative.We have just seen how a subterm permutation group for t may be obtained from E.To obtain a stratied subterm permutation group, we look for a set of such subtermpermutation groups (uj; Erj ;0) for various uj and rj such that their occurrences rj ofredexes do not overlap. Then we obtain the labeled term (t; u1; : : : ; un) in the domainof the stratied subterm permutation group (Er1;0; Er2;0; : : : ; Ern;0).We now give a simple algorithm for this. Suppose t is a term and G1; G2; : : : ; Gn aresubterm permutation groups on t. We want to nd a subset of the Gi that can bemade into a stratied set of permutation groups and a labeling for t. One algorithmis to exhaustively consider all subsets and select one of them (or all of them) that arestratied. It is possible to do a little better than this, by noting that if a set of groupsis not stratied, then no superset will be either. So one can begin with one elementsubsets of G1; G2; : : : ; Gn, then construct two element subsets, etc., discarding thosethat are not stratied and continuing to add elements one by one to those that remain.More formally, we rst consider all pairs (Gi; Gj) of groups and for each one we de-termine whether Gi and Gj are compatible. We say that two (non-stratied) subtermpermutation groups (u1; E1) and (u2; E2) are compatible if the occurrences of 2 in u1and u2 are in independent positions, or if the redexes do not overlap, that is, u2 maybe expressed as u1[r1] or u1 may be expressed as u2[r2], where  is a substitu-tion and ri are redexes for Ei. Note that the terms ui each contain one occurrence of2. Then the algorithm is as follows, where choose indicates a nondeterministic choice:H  fG1; G2; : : : ; Gng;G fg;while (H is not empty) dochoose G0 in H;remove G0 from G;if G0 is compatible with all elements of G thenadd G0 to G od;The result of this algorithm is a set of compatible (non-stratied) subterm permu-tation groups for t. These can then be combined into a labeling for t and a stratied25
subterm permutation group G. This algorithm can be used to nd a \good" strati-cation by choosing G0 in some heuristic manner, say, choosing G0 having the largestnumber of generators. It can also be used exhaustively to generate all straticationsof a term t. It is possible to rene this algorithm so that the disjointness condition issatised, that is, if G1 is the stratied group generated for term t1 and t2 2 S(t1; G),then the group G2 generated for t2 will satisfy S(t2; G2) = S(t1; G1). This is possiblebecause t2 will contain essentially the same redexes as t1, but in dierent positions.Such a group G2 can then be deleted, since it contributes nothing new. We plan togive the details elsewhere.We note that if G and G0 are two stratied subterm permutation groups, and t is alabeled term in their domains, and S(t;G)  S(t;G0), then typically we will chooseto consider the pair (t;G0) and ignore (t;G). Thus, if one group has strictly moreredexes than another or sets Ei with strictly more equations, then it is preferable tothe other group. These observations have the consequence that if E is a set of atpermutations, then we only need to consider essentially one stratication; for a termt, for each 1-context u and each m-context w  f(2; : : : ;2), the group (u;Er;0) willbe included in the stratied set if for some , t  u[f(x1; : : : ; xn)]. That is, allsubterm permutation groups may be used together in this case, since they will allbe compatible because E is a at permutative theory. A similar case occurs when tcontains associative-commutative operators; such operators can be \attened," whichessentially makes the associative-commutative equations at permutations.Now, there may be various ways to stratify a term, and one of them must be chosenin some way. There is nothing to prevent us from using more than one stratication ofthe same term, too. However, in common cases, the stratication will be obvious; forexample, if we have a polynomial written as a sum of products, where the summationand product operator are associative and commutative, then the lowest groups wouldpermute variables within the products (e.g., x  y + z  w is mapped to y  x+ z  w)and the highest group would permute the products with one another (e.g., xy+ z wis mapped to z w+x  y). We note that none of the kinds of permutations dened in[Fro89] directly include stratied subterm permutation groups except for the symbol-preserving class which is more general even than stratications and is not extensivelytreated in [Fro89]. There may also be permutations that apply to t but that do nott into the chosen stratication. These might have to be dealt with explicitly, thatis, used as arbitrary equations or rewrite rules would be. However, permutations thatare incorporated into the stratication are implicit and need not be handled explicitly.After each application of an explicit rewrite rule, a stratication of the new resultingterm can be done after reducing the term to normal form.5 Specic ResultsWe now present a variety of results about the complexity of various problems involvingpermutative equations. Of course, there are also many problems that we have notconsidered. We say a term (or clause) is ground if it contains no variables.26
5.1 Flat Permutative EquationsWe rst state a general result that will be useful a number of times later.Denition 5.1 A term s is at if it is of the form f(s1; : : : ; sn) for some f and thesi are variables or constant symbols. If n = 0, then we obtain as a special case that aconstant symbol is a at term. An equation s = t is at if s and t are at terms.Theorem 5.2 If E j= s = t for a set E of at permutative equations and a atequation s = t, then there is a at permutation u = v such that E j= u = v and s = tis an instance of u = v.Proof. Given a set E of equations, let RE be a term-rewriting system containingthe rule r1 ! r2 for each equation r1 = r2 in E. By Birkho's theorem, E j= s = t is$RE t. If s and t are at, then this implies that all the applications of rewrite rulesin this derivation between s and t are at the top level. By combining them together,we obtain a at permutation u = v as in the theorem. 2Corollary 5.3 If E j= s = t for a at permutative theory E and a at equation s = t,then this can be veried in nondeterministic polynomial time.Proof. Such a logical consequence u = v must exist, by the theorem. However, theproblem whether E j= u = v for such a at permutative equation u = v and a atpermutative theory E is solvable in polynomial time, by theorem 1.1. This is doneby nondeterministically generating a at permutative logical consequence u = v andverifying that s = t is an instance of u = v and that E j= u = v. 2For non-at equations we have a similar result.Theorem 5.4 Suppose s and t are terms of the form f(s1; : : : ; sn) and f(t1; : : : ; tn),respectively. Suppose E is a at permutative theory. If E j= s = t, then there is apermutation  such that E j= si = t(i) for all i and such that E j= f(x1; : : : ; xn) =f(y1; : : : ; yn) where y(i)  xi.Proof. By Birkho's theorem, again. We consider the structure of the derivations$ t. We note that the order of applications of rules at the top level and to propersubterms can be interchanged, so that all the rewrite rules are applied to subterms rst.This essentially divides the derivation into an initial part, involving proper subterms,and a nal part, involving the top level. The nal part determines  as shown intheorem 5.2, and the initial part involves demonstrations that E j= si = t(i) for all i.227
Corollary 5.5 If E j= s = t for a at permutative theory E, then this can be veriedin nondeterministic polynomial time.Proof. By induction, one can construct nondeterministic polynomial length demon-strations that E j= si = t(i) for all i. As in corollary 5.3, one can also verify that E j=f(y(1); : : : ; y(m)) = f(y1; : : : ; ym) in nondeterministic polynomial time by exhibitingthe at permutative logical consequence u = v and verifying that f(y(1); : : : ; y(m)) =f(y1; : : : ; ym) is an instance of u = v and that E j= u = v. 2Corollary 5.6 Suppose E is a at permutative theory and t is a term. Then there isa stratication fG1; : : : ; Gng of t such that for all terms u, u 2 S(t;G1; : : : ; Gn) iE j= t = u.Proof. Suppose tj is of the form f(t1; : : : ; tm) for some f and m. Then let P be theset of positions 1; : : : ; m. Consider the subterm permutation group GP;E(t) whichpermutes the subterms ti. Let fG1; : : : ; Gng include all such groups GP;E(t) for allpositions  of function symbols in t. By theorem 5.4, such permutations are enoughto prove any logical consequence of E. Since we can apply them innermost rst, thecorollary follows. 2The implication of this corollary is that it is only necessary to consider this one strat-ication of t, since it captures the E equivalence class of t by itself.Theorem 5.7 Consider the problem of deciding whether E j= s = t, where E is a atpermutative theory and s = t is a at ground equation. This problem is as hard asgraph isomorphism. However, this problem is still in NP . For this it suces to haveat most two equations in E.Proof. We show this result by reduction from graph isomorphism, as follows: Sup-pose H1 and H2 are two directed graphs over n vertices. Consider a term of the formf(c1; c2; : : : ; cn2) where each ci is either 0 or 1, according to whether a particular edge isinH1 or not. Thus we have some bijection h(x; y) of the n2 possible edges (i; j) onto theintegers h(i; j) between 1 and n2. For example, we may take h(i; j) to be i+n (j 1).We then consider two permutations of the set f1; 2; : : : ; n2g; p1 exchanges 1 and 2,and p2 rotates the integers, that is, p2(i) = i + 1 if i < n2, and p2(n2) = 1. Thenall other permutations of this set of integers can be obtained as compositions of thesetwo. Now, we have induced permutations p01 and p02 on the set f1; 2; : : : ; n2g denedso that p01(h(a; b)) = h(p1(a); p1(b)) and p02(h(a; b)) = h(p2(a); p2(b)). We then havethe two at permutations f(x1; : : : ; xn2) = f(xp01(1); : : : ; xp01(n2)) and f(x1; : : : ; xn2) =f(xp02(1); : : : ; xp02(n2)). We consider the equation s1 = s2 where si are obtained by en-coding the graphs Hi as indicated above, that is, the h(i; j) argument of sk is 1 if theedge (i; j) is present in Hk, and 0 otherwise. Then, this equation s1 = s2 is a logical28
consequence of the two at permutations given above, i H1 and H2 are isomorphic.This is so because of the correspondence between permutations of the arguments off and permutations of the nodes of the graphs, and because of the fact that all per-mutations of the set f1; 2; : : : ; n2g are generated by p1 and p2. Therefore, testing if agiven equation is a logical consequence of two at permutations is as hard as graphisomorphism, which is not known to be polynomial. Membership in NP follows fromcorollary 5.3. 2This result is unexpected, because of the result from theorem 1.1 that there is a poly-nomial time algorithm to decide if E j= s = t, where E is a at permutative theoryand s = t is a at permutation. Also, the same problem in which all the arguments off are distinct, is polynomial, as shown in corollary 1.2. Theorem 5.7 depends on theexistence of function symbols of large arity. If the arity is bounded but we have leafpermutations, then we can still get the preceding result by encoding larger terms usingtrees.Theorem 5.8 The equational theory of a set of two (or more) leaf permutative equa-tions is as hard as graph isomorphism. This is still true when the arity of all functionsymbols are bound to two.Proof. We use the same result as for the preceding theorem, encoding the graph per-mutations using leaf permutations. For example, we can encode a term f(c1; c2; : : : ; cn2)using the term k(c1; k(c2; : : : ; k(cn2 1; cn2) : : :)) where k is a binary function symbol.Then the equational theory for a theory of only two leaf permutations can still be ashard as graph isomorphism, by the same reduction as above, adapted to this encodingusing k. However, we do not know whether this problem is in NP ; it is clearly inpolynomial space becaues the sizes of the terms does not grow. 25.2 Limiting RepetitionsWe note that the result above concerning two permutations, depends on the fact thatthe same constant symbol may appear in many positions. It is natural to ask if onecan get a better result if one restricts the number of repetitions of constant symbolsamong the arguments of terms. Indeed, this is possible.Theorem 5.9 Suppose E is a at permutative theory and s = t is a at equation.Suppose that s is f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t is f(t1; : : : ; tn). Suppose that there are at mostk repetitions of arguments in s and t. That is, the set of i such that for some j 6= i,si = sj, has at most k elements, and similarly for the subterms ti. Then we can decidewhether E j= s = t in time exponential in k. Also, this problem is in NP . For xed k,the time bound is polynomial. 29
Proof. We note as before that it suces to consider the case in which s and t areground terms. Let  be the set of permutations  such that  maps the arguments of sto the arguments of t. Thus t(i)  si for all i. We note that the number of elements in is at most kk, since there are at most k repetitions of arguments in s and t. Thereforeeach of the (at most k) arguments of s that are repeated, can map via  onto one ofthe (at most k) arguments of t that are repeated. This permits at most kk choices.Let G be the permutation group corresponding to E. Each equation in E correspondsto a permutation, and G is the group generated by these permutations. For each  in, we can test if  is in G, and this can be done in polynomial time by theorem 1.3.Also, we essentially showed in theorem 5.2 that E j= s = t i there exists  2  suchthat  2 G. Membership of this problem in NP follows from the membership of theproblem of theorem 5.7 in NP . 2The implication of this result is that even though the equational theory of E is ashard as graph isomorphism, there are still some easily decidable parts of this theory,namely, equations with few repetitions. This gives us a smooth transition between thepolynomial time algorithm for the at permutative consequence problem of theorem1.1 and theorem 5.7 above.The same result extends to non-at terms s and t and a at permutative theory E.Theorem 5.10 Suppose E is a at permutative theory and s and t are arbitrary (notnecessarily at) terms. Suppose the number of repetitions of subterms in s and t is atmost k. Then one can decide if E j= s = t in time exponential in k.Proof. The argument is essentially the same as above, namely, one constructs aset  of permutations having a number of elements exponential in k, and one showsthat E j= s = t i some element of  is in G. However, it is necessary to processthe subterms rst recursively. Suppose E is a at permutative theory and s and t areterms with only a nite number of repetitions among their subterms. Suppose s isf(s1; : : : ; sm) and t is f(t1; : : : ; tm). Suppose E j= si = tj; then it must be that si andtj have a common subterm (in fact, a variable or a constant symbol), since E consistsonly of permutations. Therefore, the number of j such that E j= si = tj is at most k.We can therefore solve this problem in time exponential in k by recursively computingfor the subterms si and tj whether E j= si = tj and then looking for a permutation such that for all i, E j= si = t(i) and E j= f(y(1); : : : ; y(m)) = f(y1; : : : ; ym).This suces by theorem 5.4. The number of such  is exponential in k, as mentionedbefore, and the test whether E j= f(y(1); : : : ; y(m)) = f(y1; : : : ; ym) can also be donein polynomial time, since this is the at permutative consequence problem of section1. 25.3 Bounded Arity Function SymbolsWe now consider what happens if we only allow bounded arity function symbols andonly at permutative equations. Recall from theorem 5.7 that deciding if a at equation30
follows from a at permutative theory is as hard as graph isomorphism, if there is nobound on the arities. For bounded arities, the problem is easier, as the followingtheorem shows.Theorem 5.11 Suppose all function symbols have bounded arity and E is a at per-mutative theory. Then the equational theory of E is decidable in polynomial time.Proof. The idea is to decide E-equivalence from the bottom up, using theorem 5.4.That is, to determine if an equation s = t is a logical consequence of E, we can replacethe variables in s and t by new constant symbols, obtaining ground terms s0 and t0.Then E j= s = t i E j= s0 = t0. We therefore give a method for solving this latterproblem. Suppose s0 is f(s1; : : : ; sm) and t0 is g(t1; : : : ; tn). If f 6 g or m 6= n thenE 6j= s0 = t0. Otherwise, we recursively test for all i and j whether E j= si = tj. Also,we test for all i and j whether E j= si = sj and whether E j= ti = tj. This latterinformation suces to divide the subterms si and tj into E-equivalence classes. Wereplace each equivalence class by a distinct new constant symbol ck. Notice that it ispossible that si and tj are in the same equivalence class. We thus obtain two termss00  f(ca1; : : : ; can) and t00  f(cb1 ; : : : ; cbn) where cai  caj i E j= si = sj, cbi  cbji E j= ti = tj, and cai  cbj i E j= si = tj. Then we have that E j= s00 = t00 iE j= s0 = t0; this follows because the theory is at, and all terms si and tj can bereplaced by unique representatives of their equivalence classes. Finally, the problem ofwhether E j= s00 = t00 is solvable in polynomial time, by theorem 5.2 and by the factthat there are only a bounded number of permutations to consider, since the arity isbounded. Since s00 and t00 are at, and of bounded arity, we can exhaustively enumerateall terms u such that E j= s00 = u in polynomial time, and test whether t00 is includedin this list of terms. The cost is still exponential in the arity, however, and this seemsinevitable because of theorem 5.7 concerning graph isomorphism. The correctness ofthis algorithm follows from theorem 5.4. The polynomial time bound follows from thefact that the recursive calls will all be of the form E j= s1 = t1 where s1 is a subtermof s or t and t1 is a subterm of s or t; the number of such calls is quadratic, and eachsuch recursive call will be executed at most once. 25.4 A Single Flat PermutationWe have still not settled the case of an equational theory E with at permutativerules of unbounded arity but only one permutation. For this case, it turns out thatthe equational theory can be decided in polynomial time, but the proof is somewhatcomplicated.Theorem 5.12 Suppose E is an equational theory consisting of a single at permuta-tive equation. Then the equational theory of E can be decided in polynomial time.31
Proof. We rst consider the problem whether E j= s = t where s and t are at.Suppose that E contains just the one equation f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = f(y1; y2; : : : ; yn)where the xi are all distinct and the yi are a permutation  of the xi. Then thispermutation can be expressed as a product of disjoint cycles. Since the order of thearguments to f is immaterial (as long as the order of the xi and yi is changed inthe same way), we might as well assume that the cycles are all of the form Ci =(xai; xai+1; : : : ; xbi) for various ai and bi. That is, yai+1  xai, yai+2  xai+1, and so on,and yai  xbi. We are also given an equation s = t and wish to determine if E j= s = t.For this it suces to consider the case in which s and t are ground terms, and we rstconsider the case in which they are at ground terms, that is, s = t is of the formf(c1; c2; : : : ; cn) = f(d1; d2; : : : ; dn) where the ci and dj are (not necessarily distinct)constant symbols. The application of the equation f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = f(y1; y2; : : : ; yn)to s permutes the ci. Since there is only one equation, E j= s = t i the sequence di canbe obtained from the sequence ci by some number of applications of the permutation .For this, we can consider separately the action of each cycleCj on the ci, and determinefor which integers m we have that Cmj maps caj ; caj+1; : : : ; cbj onto daj ; daj+1; : : : ; dbj .Let Mj be the set of such integers m. Then E j= s = t i all Mj are non-empty andhave a common element, for the cycles Mj appearing in . It is not hard to show thatif z1 and z2 are in Mj and z1 > z2 then z1 + c(z1   z2) is also in Mj for all c  0.This is because applying Cj z1 or z2 times has the same result, therefore applying Cjz1 z2 times is the identity. It follows by a simple number theoretic argument thatMj iscyclic, that is, for some integersmj and nj ,Mj contains exactly the integers of the formmj + c  nj for all c  0. One way to see this is to note that nj is the smallest positiveinteger such that nj applications of the cycle Cj map the string (daj ; daj+1; : : : ; dbj) ontoitself. These values mj and cnj can be obtained in polynomial time just by examiningintegers up to n, because they are bounded by bj aj. Also, we can determine if theMjfor the cycles Cj in  have a common element by an application of standard methodsin number theory, and this can be done in polynomial time.In particular, the equations z  mj (mod nj) have a common solution i for alldistinct i and j, gcd(ni; nj) divides mi  mj ([NZ72], page 32). The greatest commondivisor and the division test can be performed in polynomial time. But z  mj(mod nj) i z 2 Mj, hence we can determine in polynomial time whether the Mjhave a common element.We now show that this result can be extended to the case in which s and t may not beat. Suppose s is of the form f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t is f(t1; : : : ; tn). As before, it sucesto consider the case in which s and t are ground terms. We want to determine whetherE j= s = t for a set E of equations containing a single at permutation. For this,we recursively test whether E j= si = tj for all i and j. Using this information, wethen partition the arguments si and tj into equivalence classes, depending on whetherthey are E-equal. Then we can replace each equivalence class by a unique represen-tative, obtaining terms s0 and t0 in which the arguments si and ti have been replacedby constant symbols, each equivalence class being represented by a unique constantsymbol. Then E j= s = t i E j= s0 = t0. Since s0 = t0 is a at equation, this problemE j= s0 = t0 can be solved in polynomial time, as shown above. The completeness of32
this algorithm follows from theorem 5.4. 2Corollary 5.13 Suppose E is an equational theory consisting of at permutative equa-tions, each with a dierent function symbol. Then the equational theory of E can bedecided in polynomial time.Proof. The algorithm is in fact exactly the same as in the theorem. 2We do not know if the result can be extended to a single leaf permutation.We note that this result may involve very long proofs. The length of the minimal proofof s = t from E may be exponential. However, this proof (or the existence of theproof) is decided in polynomial time. This shows an advantage of this permutation-based approach, namely, it can decide the existence of long proofs without actuallyconstructing them. This is in contrast to the traditional term-rewriting approaches,where the proofs have to be constructed step by step. Of course, one might considerthat E-unication algorithms for various theories E also shorten the proofs by makingsome steps implicit.5.5 Matching and Flat PermutationsTheorem 5.14 The problem of whether there exists a substitution  such that E j=s1 = (s2), where E is a at permutative theory and s1 and s2 are at terms, isNP -complete, even for a theory E containing at most two equations.Proof. The construction is almost the same as for theorem 5.7. The set E ofpermutations is the same, and the encoding of the directed graphs H1 and H2 by theterms s1 and s2 is almost the same. The dierence is that the edges not present inH2 are encoded in the term s2 by arguments ci that are distinct new variables, ratherthan zeroes. Then a  as in the theorem exists i H2 is (isomorphic to) a subgraphof H1, since these variables can be replaced arbitrarily by zeroes or ones and becauseE permits any permutation of the vertices to be simulated. However, the problem ofwhether one graph contains a subgraph isomorphic to another graph, is NP -complete.Membership of the given problem in NP follows from corollary 5.3. 2As before, this result depends on the fact that k has a large number of arguments, andthis may not be realistic in practice. The question arises whether such a result can bepreserved in the context of a bounded number of arguments.Theorem 5.15 The matching problem relative to a set of two leaf permutations isNP -complete. This is still true when the arity is bounded.Proof. As before in theorem 5.8, this is done by encoding the term f(c1; c2; : : : ; cn2) bythe term j(c1; j(c2; : : : ; j(cn2 1; cn2) : : :)). The rest of the argument is straightforward.However, we do not know whether this problem is in NP . 233
5.6 Matching for Flat Permutations of Bounded ArityWe also are interested in the complexity of the matching problem for a group of atpermutations of bounded arity. The following result is actually a trivial consequenceof the NP -completeness of commutative matching, shown in [BKN87]. However, wepresent a proof for purposes of comparison.Theorem 5.16 The problem of matching relative to a at permutative theory E isNP -complete, even for bounded arities. This is true even for a theory E containing asingle at permutation.Proof. First we show this reslt for E containing several at permutations,and then modify the result for E containing a single at permutation. The ideais to construct a term s of the form f(: : : h(X1; Y1); : : : ; h(Xn; Yn); : : : ; k(C1; ; );: : : ; k(Cn; ; ); : : :) and a term t of the form f(: : : h(false; true); : : : ; h(false; true);: : : k(u1; u2; u3); : : : ; k(u1; u2; u3); : : :) where the : : : indicate extra term structure in-volving enough applications of functions of bounded arity to make a big enough termto have this many subterms. The indicate distinct new variables and the ui areterms dened below. The theory E involves the equation h(x; y) = h(y; x); this meansthat in matching s with t, we choose independently whether Xi will be true andYi will be false or the reverse. The Ci encode three-literal clauses, that is, theyare subterms of the form k(Z1; Z2; Z3) where the Zi are chosen from the variablesXj and Yj . In t we include many clauses having at least one of the three vari-ables Zi true, enough to permit a match whenever at least one of the Zi are true.We dene the term u1 as k(true; false; false), u2 as k(true; true; false), and u3 ask(true; true; true). The equational theory allows k to permute its arguments in all pos-sible ways, and then we can have a choice whether to match the clause k(Z1; Z2; Z3)with k(true; false; false), k(true; true; false), or k(true; true; true). Such a matchis possible i at least one of the Zi is bound to true. We have a subterm of theform k(k(true; false; false); k(true; true; false); k(true; true; true)) in t at the sameposition in t as a subterm of the form k(Ci; Y; Z) in s. Then a match of s with tcorresponds to a satisfying truth assignment to a set of clauses encoded by s and t.Since this problem is NP -complete, the matching problem is NP -hard. To show mem-bership in NP , we note that if the matching substitution  is exhibited, then we candetermine if E j= r1 = r2 in nondeterministic polynomial time as shown in corollary5.5. Thus this problem is NP -complete.To obtain the result for a single at permutation, we simulate the terms of the formk(X;Y;Z) by a term of the form h(h(X;Y ); h(Z;W )) where W is a new variable.Then we have to modify the structure of the terms k(u1; u2; u3) and the correspondingterms k(Ci; ; ) to h(h(u1; u2); h(u3; u4)) and h(h(Ci; ); h( ; )), respectively, where u4 ish(h(true; false); h(true; false)). Then if Ci is satised, the true literal can be placedin front, and there are enough possibilities from the permutation h(x; y) = h(y; x) tomake the clause Ci match one of the ui. 234
Another interesting question is that of matching relative to a single leaf permutation;since at permutations are leaf permutations, this is also NP -hard. However, we donot know if this problem is in NP .5.7 Harder QuestionsIn [Fro89], the class of symbol permutative equations was also dened. These areequations that do not change the variables but only the interior symbols. That is, anequation s = t is symbol permutative if each variable appears once in s and t andthe sequence of variables is the same. Also, each function symbol appears the samenumber of times in s as in t. For example, the equation f(x; f(y; z)) = f(f(x; y); z) issymbol permutative. The question arises as to the complexity of symbol permutativetheories.Theorem 5.17 Suppose E is a symbol permutative equational theory. Then the deci-sion problem for the equational theory of E is complete for polynomial space.Proof. One can see that the decision problem for such a theory is in polynomialspace, since the sizes of the terms never grow in an equational derivation between s andt, and one can nondeterministically look for such a derivation. This uses the fact thatnondeterministic polynomial space is equal to deterministic polynomial space. We canshow that this problem is hard for polynomial space, by reduction from the acceptanceproblem for a linear bounded automaton. We can simulate the action of a linearbounded automaton on a term of the form f1(f2(: : : fn(c) : : :)) where the sequence offi corresponds to the sequence of tape symbols in a linear bounded automaton, andone of the fi encodes the state of the automaton. Then one can encode the moves ofthe automaton in a straightforward way in an equational theory E. The problem isthat this encoding is not symbol permutative. However, by another encoding, this canbe achieved. It suces to encode each symbol fi as a sequence hikhm ik where h andk are unary function symbols and there are m di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